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About This Game

It's adorable! It's tactical! The doujin/indie SRPG - Moékuri! 151 Cute Creatures to
try, 170+ in all!

In a world where "Creatures," powerful beings based on real legends and myths from across the Earth, inhabit the land, girls
with the ability to wield magic become "Masters"—able to summon and harness the power of Creatures to their command. Iruse
Strenz is one such Master, a girl working hard to protect her village ever since the mysterious disappearance of her mother. The
only clue to her whereabouts is a magical grimoire known as “Nursery Rhyme”—a tome full of mysterious symbols that no one

in the village can even begin to decipher.

Together with her best friend Nika, Iruse spends day after day training her magic, but her mother is never far from her thoughts.
One fateful day, a strange phenomenon occurs near the village which soon threatens everything that Iruse holds dear...

Moékuri Features

  Solid grid-based tactical gameplay! Elemental defences, secondary summoning abilities, status effects, terrain
modifiers, and more!

  151 cute moé girls you can lead into battle! 170+ characters in all!
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  Unique art and sprites for all characters! No clone-army of recolors here!

  Each one fights differently! Enjoy a staggering depth of strategic variety!

  Fully voiced battle system brings combat to life! Even losing sounds are lovely!

  25 story stages! Make new friends, encounter new enemies, and face new challenges! Journey with Iruse and uncover
the secrets of Nursery Rhyme!
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moekuri adorable + tactical srpg. moekuri adorable + tactical srpg download. moekuri adorable + tactical srpg review

Recieved on discount $9.00. Played on Vive.

Think it would be a lot of fun with others. No one playing online though... at least today on a Friday afternoon.

Reccommended if you have friends to play with.
. Lots of dialoge

but all in all a good game i recomend it. If you click out of the game on the crash screen, and then click back in, you won't be
able to hit restart or menu, you have to exit out the game. But I love the game so far, I wish there were options to permanently
enable certain bonuses and maluses, specifically pixelate.

Update: Also about half of my deaths come from stupid drivers or what I would consider unfair deaths. When a yellow car
spawns right in front of me out of nowhere, not only is it hard to react that fast to it, but it's also almost impossible even if you
do react just based on the "slipperyness" of the car (which I do love that mechanic). The other is a little more questionable, the
cars dont follow the road, if they come to a turn they don't turn at all, so you have to be reminding yourself that when you are
trying to make a sharper turn with AI around. Now I'm not sure whether the cars not following the road is intentional, or is just
yet to be added, but if it is to be considered intentional, it doesn't make sense why even on some straightaways, very rarely a car
will be veering in one direction, often causing death of the player.

Also because the game is so simplistic I think the amount of time that would be necessary to gain enough credits to buy the best
car is way too long. So either credit gain should be upped or prices decreased. Unless more content is added to warrant that
amount of playtime, in which case it's fine to keep prices the same.

Just my thoughts, really like the game, the music, the \uff41\uff45\uff53\uff54\uff48\uff45\uff54\uff49\uff43 and everything
about it. Hoping the dev doesn't abandon it and maybe adds some more cool stuff such as more permanent powerups, or a way
to drift without sacrificing your multiplier.. Great short story. Before they were known as Himalaya Studios, the devs lovingly
recreated three titles from two of my favorite franchises... King's Quest and Quest For Glory. They are fantastic and I
recommend them to anyone who enjoys point and click adventures. They are so good, in fact, that I will give this irritating, 800
x 600 eye-destroying quick cash-in monstrosity a free pass. You're welcome, guys.. Final Score: 8.3 \/ 10

Space Cat feels nostalgic from the very beginning. It features 8-bit art (with a bit of modern cheating) and music which harkens
back to arcade boards like Pac Man and Dig Dug, with the modern flair afforded by progressive technology and design. It feels
like a Game Boy game being enhanced on the Super Game Boy; this comes from its customizable SGB-like border, in the
presentation of cutscenes, and the simplicity of its colors and shapes. It doesn't chain itself to the limitations of the past, though!
It has beautiful but simple parallax effects, comical detail (just wait until you meet Biggie Frost!) and clearly distinguishes
between over a dozen enemies through color and function.

Under the hood Space Cat contains simple and intuitive mechanics, which combine into a deceptively challenging experience in
Adventure Mode (the hot young star of the game). The titular hero Space Cat can run, double jump, cling to walls and jump
from them, attack enemies with his claws, and use a jet pack which recharges fuel when you are on the ground. He can also
choose from a few items littered throughout the level: a melee-range hammer to deflect bullets, a gun to shoot enemies at range
in four directions, or an umbrella to slow his descent. If you plan to see Space Cat through to the end of his adventure, you'll
need to learn to do it all.

Levels scroll automatically, which adds both tension and difficulty to the experience. Instead of being able to rush past enemies,
you have to deal with them, at least for a short amount of time. Some enemies are beyond reach, others are hiding in the
background and waiting to pounce. Then at the end of each level Space Cat must learn the mechanics of the unique stage boss.
None of the levels ever feel unfair, because the way forward is clear and there is milk spaced throughout the stage that space cat
can use to recover his health. The bosses can be stressful because if you die, you have to start the whole level over. But I was
never frustrated with the game for anything but my inability to complete a level.

On the technical side, this game is far from perfect. On more than one occasion keyboard inputs were dropped, but it thankfully
never made anything impossible - the versatility of the character makes it easy to work around this. There are no control
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customizations, so multiplayer on a single keyboard is tough, and not all controllers are supported so you will need to manually
map controls to the given keyboard controls. There is also no netplay, so if you want something like that you'll have to get
REALLY creative.

Even with everything I've highlighted, there's so much to this game worth praising:

* A traversable menu, where you move Space Cat around to access its modes and customizations
* Like 100 unlockable hats
* A 2-player basketball game and a playable game in the credits menu
* Arcade mode, with all the same mechanics present, formerly known as Space Cat 1.0
* 4-player local co-op or competitive play in adventure and arcade modes
* Stage Select mode after you beat the adventure for the first time

At the end of the day for the content, price, and the care and dedication put into it, Space Cat is a lovely gem for arcade
enthusiasts, indie lovers, and nostalgia hunters alike.. A slasher in arena. It could have been fun, but lack of finition. It doesn't
have the fast pace action it would need. The fun weapons lack of ammo very soon.
AND it CANNOT go full screen. The game took a quarter of my screen. It can't be changed in options. Everybody has this
problem. It tell a lot about laziness of devs. So it's a big no no.
There's no way it worth 8 euros. It's barely meat for a cheap one euro bundle.. that game just a
horse\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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It's a gem!

If you like Kairo Games, just get it blindly! No regrets, I promise.

. the game is better with the 18+ patch to be honest. 1 of the best "Hardcore puzzle platformer", But I think it is kind of short,
just 30 levels. Still, you can play it coop with friends after finishing it, it worth $1 I think.. This is...an interesting game.
It is more of a maybe, than a yes. As it requires some caveats.
First off, the game is not scary, unless you consider jump scares and loud noises(often badly timed so they don't actually
scare/have the visual to go along with) scary.
It does do creepy very well though, to a degree. I imagine a lot of both the scary and creepy factor may be due to cultural
differences. This game leans heavily on Thai and Buddhist sort of culture for its horror. This is both very interesting, as the
game drops small bits of lore, etc. around the levels, but also probably why it is hard to get much out of it beyond the jump
scares which are often cheap and...well jump scares. They tend to get...boring and noticeable, as it is quite overused. By the time
you are onto another "scary" chase scene, you will be less scared and more annoyed at the loud and obnoxious noise/music
choices for that bit.
I admit, it seems odd that i am criticizing this so much but still recommend it. Why?
The game definitely is a work of love. You will get some vibes from other horror games that the creator clearly was trying for.
Some Fatal Frame definitely in the early bits.
The side lore, Thai and Buddhist scraps of story, folktales and urban legends do sort of blend well and will keep you interested
even if the super bland gameplay and non existent scares do not.

Sadly the controls are just awful. For a game that is a walking simulator with jump scares, little attention was paid outside of
that story. It shows. Things like your jump command not activating if you are pressing any other buttons(like say the run button,
which you are holding down to run while being in chase scenarios....the only time jump commands then pop up...), prompts
being super finnicky, some prompts not reacting on first hit others not showing its prompt properly until you move all about to
finagle the proper angle.
If you can deal with those, the boring scares(and a fat kid in a doge shirt? Who is paying off a gambling debt? Ok so not ALL
the story is good...) and enjoy some of the more interesting bits of lore that come out, then you may like this.

Even if you don't, the game itself is extremely linear and short.
Buy this game on sale, dont expect a ton out of it, and you will enjoy yourself most likely.
If you want a true horror experience or scary game...meh, look elsewhere.. This game is...kinda awful. I feel I gave it a fair shot
- some old games take some getting used to - but it just didn't grow on me.

When you start the game, there's a message that asks you to put in the game CD. Seeing as how this is a digital copy, that is not
possible to do, so you're just kind've left without music. While it doesn't bother me personally as the music is probably awful,
this may be a major turn-off for other players and doesn't start the "epic adventure" out very well.

The enviroment is made up of static rooms - large red arrows indicate where the next rooms are. You can activate a map to see
all of the rooms and areas you may not have explored yet, but it pretty much covers the screen, and I didn't find any way to
change the opacity, size or location of the map. While I'm fine with doing things the old fashioned way and just remembering
what rooms are important, it's really inconvenient, and other games in the genre have executed a simple map function much
better than this.

The art isn't bad, but it is extremely similar to....well, Diablo. It's mediocre, doesn't stand out in the genre.

The one-liners....mein gott. They're cheesey and annoying. The story is thin, unimaginative.

The loot is what I'd call few and far between. You can walk into a room, fight 5 skeletons guarding a chest, and open the chest
to find nothing inside. You sometimes run into an old woman that gives you mana\/health pots and a wizard (who you save at the
very beginning) that hands you some special item once in a blue moon.

There's no skill set or any real system for character progression. You can rarely get better armor, weapons, and some
consumables that give you stats. Because this system is rather insufficient, repeatedly getting empty rooms full of enemies
doesn't get easier. I'm not saying we should get rid of challenging fights, but the difficulty curve is a little steep.
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If they intended this to be a semi-successful knock-off to fill in the space between Diablo and Diablo II, it failed. There are
other games in this genre that have aged better - don't spend your money on this one.. I reccomend this game to those who:

a - don't mind some jrpg grinding, (the store page advertises that it's "removing the grind." But I found that's only true if you're
aiming for a certain achievement & ending. Whereas if you want the "true" ending, then you have to do some grinding)

b - want a jrpg fantasy world that incorporates some lovecraftian horror, (one's soul is just another thing that can, and inevitably
will be, destroyed. And that sometimes creates abominations in their place)

c - want a "mature" game, (just in case you somehow didn't see an age verification screen. Also, the main protagonist is a sex
worker) and

d - don't mind if the writing isn't the dev's best, especially early on. (the later two thirds of the story didn't disappoint, especial
with the true ending requiring you to complete an old occult ritual to herald the end of the world... sorta, but it's still not Sierra
Lee's "A game")

Despite the two aforementioned downsides, this game has been an overall positive experience.. It's definitely cheaper than
buying everything seperately (after everything is released)
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